10 The promise of cake
Food fandom, tourism, and baking
practices inspired by Portal
Nicolle Lamerichs

Globally, culinary fandom is an important practice. When I was traveling
through Japan in 2017, an important highlight for me was a visit to the bar of
game studio Capcom. The latest installment of the game series Ace Attorney
had just been released, and the café was celebrating the occasion in style. Each
signature dish was meant to capture the essence of a particular character. My
favorite drink was Godot blend #102, a coffee that prosecutor Godot drinks in
the Ace Attorney games. It was a strong blend, just the way the character prefers
them. It allowed me to taste what my favorite character had tasted.
To another person, this may have been an ordinary coffee, but to a fan like
myself this was the re-creation of an in-game experience. Each round, the
waiter provided me with one-liners and expressions from the game, such as
Igiari! (異議あり!), translated as “objection” in the English version. Surrounded
by video game merchandise and screens with game play, we experienced our
fandom primarily through food. The Square Enix bar and Nintendo’s Pokémon
café in Chuo, Tokyo, are other great examples of hotspots for fans. Specifc
pop-up restaurants, related to the release or anniversary of particular products,
are very common as well, such as a pop-up restaurant for the anniversary of
Shoujo Kakumei Utena (Dennison). Fan practices in relation to food are manifold, and can be sparked by themed bars and restaurants, but also by offcial
recipe books such as The Unoffcial Downton Abbey Cookbook by Emily Ansara
Baines and Game of Scones by Jammy Lannister. Recreating food from fction
is a common fan practice (Magladry). Like the earlier-mentioned Godot blend
#102, a drink or dish can speak to the imagination and allow audiences to
immerse themselves in their favorite game or story.
In this chapter, I argue that cooking and baking in fandom is closely connected to the source-text, and that platforms like recipe sites and fan cooking
shows are important everyday sites where subcultural identity is constructed. In
many cases, the connection between food and fandom is a highly intertextual
one. When cooking, fans can connect and experience their favorite fction not
just through representation, but also through taste and smell. This is a highly
visceral way of engaging with one’s favorite fction. The dishes that fans group
around have meaning that connects to the source-text and should always be
understood within that textual network.
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Within the feld of fan studies, creative works such as fanfction, video, and
visual art have been studied frequently, while more everyday practices such as
arts and crafts, dress-up and food have not been the subject of many studies. To
show the diversity of fan recipes and re-creations, I detail one specifc confectionary, namely the cake from Valve’s Portal, released originally in 2007. How
has the offcial company presented the cake in the game and its merchandise,
and how have fans recreated it? Through a close reading and a small-scale
virtual ethnography, I unpack the signifcance of the cake as simultaneously
positive (i.e., festive, cute and domestic) as well as negative (i.e., “a lie,” fake,
and toxic).
By analyzing the most popular videos, blogs, and comments pertaining to
the cake, I provide insights on fandom and food culture. I specifcally also pay
attention to YouTube cooking shows and how they frame the cake by discussing channels such as Nerdy Nummies. This way, the cake is traced as an object
within a network that generates affect and meaning. These meanings spill outside of fandom into the domain of characters and cute culture. By focusing on
this one particular example from game fandom, I aim to provide a vivid and
detailed picture of the subcultural relevance of food.

Culinary fan studies
Fan productivity is a diverse phenomenon. Creatively, fans publish written stories (“fanfction”), sew costumes of their favorite characters’ outfts
(“cosplay”), design different types of games, and make visual art and videos,
among other outlets. In relation to storytelling, the creativity of fans has often
been read as a type of appropriation that borrows and repurposes existing
cultural materials to produce something new (Bacon-Smith; Jenkins). My
own work has focused on different modes of fan productivity, most specifcally how fans engage in storytelling and play (Lamerichs, Productive Fandom).
Productive fandom cannot be understood merely as “fdel” or “mimetic,”
as a reiteration or recombination of source texts (Hills). Often, such creative practices are highly transformative, characterized by processes of remix
and appropriation. These elements are even more relevant for culinary fan
practices, where recipes and taste become a creative practice rather than an
emulation or imitation.
Food fandom comes in different forms, but it is important to realize that it is
often related to the text itself. In the Harry Potter novels by J. K. Rowling, for
instance, food conveys social boundaries between the real and magical world,
but also between different social groups and classes. In her detailed analysis
of food in the series, Leisa Anne Clark writes: “Food is not just ‘fantasy’ in
this series; the characters eat toast, sausages, and puddings along with Fizzing
Whizzbees and cauldron cakes, so the fascination readers have with the food
goes beyond the fantastic connotations of the concoctions created by Rowling
to add color to her imaginary world” (2). In other words, food evokes the idea
of wonder and magic but is always mixed with the familiar world.
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In the universe of the Harry Potter series, the social interaction of consuming
food, from breakfast to teatime, is fundamental. Clark writes: “The sharing of
food in the novels builds tensions, creates bonds, and codes different characters
as ‘acceptable’ or ‘unacceptable’ based on their willingness, or refusal, to share
food” (ii). Considering that food is central to the atmosphere of many media
texts, it is no surprise that food experiences are marketed in the industry and
shared within fandom. Fans want to connect to their favorite stories through
the taste and wonder of the signature dishes, thereby immersing themselves
into the story world fully. Food allows them to relate to the characters.
Experiencing and recreating fctional food is an important practice in fandom. If food has an iconic role in the story, such as the cherry pie from Twin
Peaks (Piatti-Farnell), it is often appropriated and replicated by fans and offcial companies. In a study on Harry Potter fandom, Abbey Waysdorf and Stijn
Reijnders note the culinary experience of drinking offcial butterbeer at the
Wizarding World of Harry Potter (WWOHP) or the offcial Warner Bros
Studio Tour near London. They argue:
When at WWOHP, visitors do what they would if they were visiting any
other urban tourist destination: they buy things, they wander the streets,
get something to eat or drink, perhaps see a performance or people-watch.
These can all be done convincingly, with “local delicacies” like butterbeer
and exclusive souvenirs, in a way that adheres to the narrative memories
and details of the Harry Potter series. (11)
Fans of media texts also travel to engage with such culinary experiences, as
Rebecca Williams notes, particularly if the text is heavy on food. She describes
this as an act of culinary pilgrimage. She explains the phenomenon of fans traveling to recreate culinary experiences related to a show, such as Diners, DriveIns and Dives (nicknamed Triple D). Such tourism is by no means restricted
to physical places and can apply to the virtual as well (Lamerichs, “Hunters,
Climbers, Flaneurs”).
Within game culture, food has an important role overall, as James Cronin
and Mary McCarthy’s study shows. Consuming fast food while gaming is a
ritual for many players and has particular affective pleasures. The scholars note
that food also functions as subcultural capital: “The data reveal that food is a
marker of inclusion within the gaming subculture and expressive of internalised identities” (735). This chapter has a slightly different focus and analyzes
how food is framed and longed for in a video game, and how players recreate
that food outside of the game. However, the social context of consuming the
food is also taken into account.
Through recipes and tutorials, fans share the creation of dishes in an entertaining way. Cooking shows on, for instance, YouTube are a great way to
experience dishes and recreate them yourself. Visuals are very helpful when
cooking and are part of the reason why these videos are so successful on the
platform. As Guangda Li et al. note in their study of YouTube cooking videos,
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basic cooking skills are more easily acquired through video instruction, as “it
will be more direct and intuitive for them to understand” (713). Of course,
cooking shows have a long history that precedes digital platforms and vlogs. In
her study of cooking shows, Kathleen Collins writes: “More than just a howto or amusement, cooking shows are a unique social barometer. Their legacy
corresponds to the transitioning of women at home to women at work, from
eight-to twenty-four workdays, from cooking as domestic labor to enjoyable
leisure, and from clearly defned to more fuid gender roles” (5). Cooking
became a lifestyle and, as a result, cooking shows became entertaining rather
than didactic, offering insights into consumer culture. By now, food television
and YouTube have democratized cooking and baking, making the practice
accessible to a much larger group. In other words, online platforms are drivers of food fandom since they help share everyday life and practices, such as
baking.
Social, affective and culinary drives, then, come together in food fandom.
Overall, food practices related to fandom are not neutral: they connect the
lifestyle of food consumption to those of fandom and gaming. Food even functions as a social barometer in participatory culture, as a subcultural capital of
sorts.
By connecting food studies, fan studies and game studies, I show that studying food can be a highly interdisciplinary endeavor, involving texts, audiences,
individual taste and creativity. In terms of approach, this chapter relies on a
close reading of Portal, which includes refections on the game play itself as
well as its transmedia texts. Furthermore, I look into the cake that inspired the
development team of Portal and the fan tourism to that particular bakery.
It is important to note that the cake has a strong fan culture beyond the
game. Many users have uploaded recipes and tutorials to bake the beloved
dessert and have strived for a recipe that approximates the one in the game.
For the purpose of this study, I performed a close reading of different recipes
created by fans and posted on platforms such as Flickr and YouTube as well as
personal cooking websites and blogs (e.g. The Geeky Chef). I used the keywords “Portal cake tutorial” and “Portal cake recipe” and identifed written
recipes by analyzing the top ffty high-ranking search results on Google and
fltering relevant sources. Moreover, I performed an analysis of the top ffty
baking videos on YouTube. Of these results, eighteen were highly relevant,
while others refected on the in-game recipe from Portal. This led to a close
reading of ten videos. I do not discuss all ten videos in detail but instead zoom
in on several specifc cooking channels such as Nerdy Nummies.
In terms of research design, I strive for deep, qualitative data. This study
is based on different practices and posts, which generates insights into how
a beloved media dish circulates across cultures, spaces, and online platforms.
By tracing this one object, I reveal the fan culture around the cake but also
go beyond the concept of fan. Not all bakers can be assumed to be fans of the
game, for instance, and in some cases the tutorials are clearly made by infuencers who cover a wide range of dishes. Different active audiences group around
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Portal’s cake, but it is hard to say just from observations who self-identifes as a
fan. In this sense, fandom is a murky concept and applied in this chapter primarily to signify grassroots creativity sparked by an existing text.

Portal and baking
“Hello, and again welcome to the Aperture Science Computer Aided
Enrichment Center,” a robotic female voice addresses the player. The narrator states at the start of Portal: “We hope your brief detention in the relaxation pod has been pleasant one. Your specimen has been processed and we
are now waiting to begin the test proper.” In this frst-person puzzle game,
the player controls Chell, a female test subject, and guides her through the
Aperture Science facilities. Chell receives audio messages from a female AI
called GLaDOS (Genetic Lifeform and Disk Operating System), the unreliable and taunting narrator of the game. Each test room in the game is a new
level that offers new challenges and puzzles that the player needs to solve. By
creating portals between two fat planes in test rooms, Chell can escape with
the help of her portal gun. Portal combines shooting and problem-solving with
dark humor (Mittell).
During the game, GLaDOS promises Chell cake and grief counseling as a
reward. While GLaDOS’ comments start rather descriptive, she reveals herself
as the antagonist as the game progresses. The deadpan monologues of GLaDOS
have much to owe to Ellen McLain, the talented voice actress, and the technological manipulation of her voice into a cold, sometimes malfunctioning,
robotic sound. Portal is well-known for its meme “the cake is a lie,” which is
scribbled on the walls of a test room in the game.
Players who wander through the levels regularly stumble upon graffti texts,
presumably left by previous test subjects. In the web comic Portal 2: Lab Rat
(Oeming and Pinkerton), more background on the graffti texts about cake
is offered. Doug Rattmann, a mentally unstable Aperture scientist, apparently wrote the graffti. The scribbles are characteristic of Rattmann’s madness
(Burden and Gouglas), but despite his illness, he understands the inner workings of the game as a test, as a system. As the graffti at the beginning of Test
Chamber 17 states, “I’m not hallucinating. You are. The companion cube
would never desert me. Dessert. So long … Cake. Haha. Cake. A lie. The
companion cube would never lie to me.”
Cake, in other words, is an essential theme in Portal. It serves an analogy for
Chell and how GLaDOS treats her. Near the end of the game, Chell is given a
companion cube. The player cannot end the level without sacrifcing the cube
by throwing it into an oven. Like the companion cube and the cake, Chell
is expendable. In Test Chamber 19, she heads toward a burning pit, not dissimilar from an oven. GLaDOS remarks: “The Enrichment Center is required
to remind you that you will be baked and then there will be cake.” A sign
indicates that “cake” is around the corner. Like the companion cube that was
burned earlier, Chell has fulflled her purpose and is ready to be “baked” and
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replaced. At this moment in the game, the player fnds out that they can escape
the test room to face the fnal boss, GLaDOS.
By close reading Portal as an “algorithmic experience,” Michael Burden
and Sean Gouglas reveal that the game functions as a powerful comment
about technology and control: “The videogame Portal is an algorithmic exploration of human struggle against algorithmic processes that have superseded
their original intended purpose. The game explores the search for freedom
from such computational processes.” In this sense, Chell’s symbolic escape is
meaningful, but the scene is done so splendidly and over-the-top that many
players might get suspicious. The fnal escape appears as yet another trick by
GLaDOS.
Just before the end credits, there is another twist. In her “too-close reading”
of Portal, Bonnie Ruberg captures this moment elegantly:
In the very last moments of the game, right before the credits roll, the
camera moves from the sunny, aboveground scene back down into the
depth where GLaDOS is coming back to life. There, amidst shelves of
robots, we see the cake. Flecked with chocolates and topped with cherries
it seems real enough, and it is the perfect specimen of baking. (71)
Apparently, the cake is a real object contained in a room that the player cannot
access. As a quick search on YouTube and Reddit shows, players have been
using hacks and mods since the release of the game to reach this mysterious
“cake room.” The cake can be read as a comment on the reward structure of
gaming. Games are driven by goals, rules, and rewards. The cake represents
a competitive price or achievement that we cannot unlock, a power-up that
we cannot obtain. It is a powerful comment on the rhetoric and structure of
games.
During the end credits, the song Still Alive plays, written by Jonathan
Coulton and performed by GLaDOS. The lyrics mention the cake often: “By
the way this cake is great. It’s so delicious and moist.” Just like the companion
cube, an object which fans affectively embraced, the cake becomes a break-out
character in the game. The game circulates around the cake as a reward, which
the developers confrmed (IGN)—a reward that is promised but only briefy
featured, and always out of reach.

Close reading the cake
The cake is not an ordinary cake, but a festive one (Figure 10.1). A beautiful
chocolate dessert cake with one candle and cherries on top. Ruberg pointedly writes: “The sort of cake associated with attentive housewives and caring
mothers” (71). Cakes, then, are heavily related to the historical and gendered
practice of homemaking and domestic queens. The promise of cake becomes
“a girly prize made by women’s labor to reward women’s labor—but that cake
is the very epitome of deception” (2).
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Figure 10.1 Screenshot of the “Cake Room” by the author.

On monitors in the game, fragments of the cake’s recipe are mentioned. In the
fnal battle, GLaDOS drops an Intelligence Core, which lists an abridged version
of these ingredients. The recipe includes the standard ingredients to a German
chocolate cake, along with inedible “garnishes” such as “fsh-shaped dirt,” “alpha
resins,” and “injector needle driver.” The edible part of the recipe is:
1 (18.25-ounce) package chocolate cake mix
1 can prepared coconut—pecan frosting
3/4 cup vegetable oil
4 large eggs
1 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips
3/4 cup butter or margarine
1 2/3 cup granulated sugar
2 cups all-purpose four
At frst sight, the cake seems to nourish the player-character, but ultimately it
is inedible and yet another decoy. Rich with inedible garnishes (“Adjustable
aluminum head positioner”), the cake is clearly meant to poison the main character. The cake does not sustain Chell’s body.
Embodiment and food are closely connected in the game. As Jennifer
deWinter and Carly Kocurek write, the body is an important theme in Portal.
Since the game has a frst-person view of the gun, fans rarely see the main
character, as the perspective focuses more on the portal gun. Chell’s body
is a rare sight refected in the portals, but meaningful and very much desired
by fans. The body of Chell is remarkably absent in the game, but always the
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subject of taunting and bullying. In this sense the body is not a neutral one, but
subject to surveillance of GLaDOS, who dehumanizes and bullies Chell. For
instance, GLaDOS fat-shames Chell and makes snide remarks about her being
an orphan. In Portal 2, the AI taunts: “Most people emerge from suspension
terribly undernourished. I want to congratulate you on beating the odds and
somehow managing to pack on a few pounds.” Her comments do not only
aim to discipline Chell as a research subject, but to cause emotional distress.
Much like how Chell willingly burned (“euthanized”) the companion cube,
GLaDOS aims for Chell to see herself as less than human and disposable.
Nonhuman characters and objects characterize the game as much as Chell
does. Portal is rife with cute objects, such as the companion cube. Cuteness,
however, is not an innocent aesthetic. As Simon May argues in The Power of
Cute, cute is complex, ambiguous, and even eerie and unsettling. Cute objects
faunt their own vulnerability, but they are always in control. At its surface
level, Portal is a female-narrated game that features friendly cubes with hearts
and chocolate-cherry cakes that symbolize domestic bliss. Once the text is read
deeper, however, cuteness is just the sugar-coating of a macabre social experiment. Many tropes associated with womanhood are deconstructed throughout
the game and revealed as dark, treacherous, and toxic. These themes are materialized and baked into the cutest object of the game—the cake.
In her analysis of Portal, Ruberg reads the game not only as sadistic, but also as
exceptionally queer. “It represents complexities of affection and power in samesex bonds through the lens of parody, but it does not attempt to disavow these
bonds” (81). The jealousy and taunting of GLaDOS are not neutral, but almost
like a lover who cannot let go. Even though she is an artifcial intelligence, she is
highly aware of emotions and experiences them herself. Her taunting shows that
she is interested and invested, not distant at all. GLaDOS instructs the player in
terms of rewards and punishment, also to make herself feel powerful. In Portal 2,
we even fnd out that she is based on an actual human being, Caroline, who was
a subservient personal assistant to the former CEO of Aperture Science. To some
extent, she is a human woman with deeply complex emotions toward Chell.
In this fraught relationship between human and technology, cake functions
as a symbol. By subverting the cultural meaning of cake as festive and domestic, Portal makes a statement. This beautiful chocolate cake, containing edible
and poisonous ingredients, is not neutral. It represents gender, which is exactly
what the game comments on, analyzes, and parodies. At frst sight, the cake
represents positive social interaction and festivity, but is actually about negative
interaction. How women look at other women. How women both desire and
hurt other women. How women police other women, including their bodies,
health, and eating behavior.

Offcial cake tourism and merchandise
The frst time I ate a Portal cake myself was at the geek wedding of friends
(Figure 10.2). Since the married couple were gamers, the cake added to the
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Figure 10.2 Portal cupcakes at the geek wedding of friends (reproduced with permission).

atmosphere of the wedding. The baker had been instructed to create something alike to the game and had settled on chocolate cupcakes with a cherry on
top. As fans and nonfans enjoyed the cake, the couple danced to Still Alive and
sang along. The subversive meaning of Portal’s cake was reengineered as the
cake became a symbol again of festivity, love, and family life.
Going by the look and ingredients of Portal’s cake, it is a German
“Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte” (black forest cake). After a visit to Valve, Game
Informer reported that the team was inspired by an actual cake from The Regent
Bakery and Café near the company’s headquarters (Meagan). Journalist Ben
Reeves immediately interviewed an employee of the café:
We were surprised. We didn’t know we had a cake in a game and then
people came in and told us, “Did you guys know your cake is in a game?”
and we were like, “What are you talking about?” So then Steve [the manager] and some of the other guys started to look online and saw what was
going on. But we didn’t know until people told us. (Marie)
A tweet by developer Alex Vlachos confrmed the story. Gamers, fans and
journalists started to frequent the café and share their culinary experiences
across platforms. By now, the bakery also promotes itself through the game:
“In addition, our black forest cake became an illustration in the video game
Portal as a ‘reward cake’ due to a local game developers’ fondness for the cake”
(“Regent Redmond”). On Instagram, Reddit and other social media, posts
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show up of gamers that indeed bought the cake and tasted it. For instance,
the photograph of Flickr user offwithyourtv portrays the offcial Regent cake.
The user uploaded the picture before attending a concert of Portal contributor
Coulton and adds: “This was a triumph. We got the black forest cake from
Regent Bakery in Bellevue that inspired the Portal cake. And it is awesome.
So delicious and moist. We ate it before going to see Jonathan Coulton,
because we can. The only thing we added after buying it was the candle.”
Similar to the chapters in this book on food tourism, Portal fans are also willing to travel to buy, depict, and taste this semi-offcial version of the cake.
Culinary pilgrimage to the bakery is a fan practice that gamers engage in
and that the café brands itself with. The food-related fandom has emerged
around Regent’s cake shares similarities with Harry Potter’s butterbeer and
Twin Peaks’ cherry pie, but the context is different. This cake is not merchandise or an after-thought based on the game, but it was purposely adopted by
the developers.
After the release of Portal 2 in 2011, the studio also released an offcial cake
mix. The chocolate-cherry cake mix contains “275g of cake mix, 50g of cream
powder, chocolate fakes and 80g of liquid thickener and the candle.” This
instant variation of the recipe is mentioned in the game itself, but with less
macabre ingredients listed. Bakers must add the cherries themselves. The visual
style of the box is similar to that of the game, with minimalist icons and blueorange accents reminiscent of the portals. The warnings on the box echo the
narration of Portal: “Don’t light candles in testing areas. Don’t serve at the conclusion of a test. Keep away from robots.” Another sticker says: “Psychological
motivation for all PortalTM test subjects.”
To share their experiences with the cake mix, fans make use of different channels, such as YouTube. In Portal Cake Mix Unboxing—We Bake the
Portal Cake (outsidexbox), Andy Farrant and Jane Douglas unbox and make
the cake. They read the instructions: “Don’t mistake alpha resins for sugar!”
and compliment the box as “pretty good!” but also state: “Otherwise it’s
much like a Betty Crocker kit.” Sadly, the result is not that impressive
because the vloggers do not take the time to cool the cake before decorating it.
Fans can thus experience the “authentic” cake in two ways: frst, by consuming the cake that inspired the game and engaging in media tourism, and,
second, by buying the offcial cake mix and baking the cake themselves. Many
fans, however, love creating the cake from scratch.

Baking and re-creation in fandom
Baking tutorials and recipes to create a personal Portal cake are highly appreciated on online platforms, as evidenced by their many clicks, likes, and shares.
A common theme in many of the Portal recipes is how bakers emphasize their
faithfulness to the game’s recipe and to actual Black Forest cake recipes. On her
website The Geeky Chef, Cassandra Reed, for instance, provides a recipe that
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compares her cake to other recipes and calls it “the most accurate and tasty,”
adding:
You can fnd other versions of the cake pretty much everywhere (foating
around on the web with labels like “the cake is not a lie!”) but I wanted to
make mine the most accurate and tasty. […] There is an easter egg [sic] in
the game itself where you can fnd a recipe for cake written in binary code,
but the recipe is only an ingredients list for plain chocolate cake and lacks
instructions (though it has some great suggestions for garnishes).
With this recipe, The Geeky Chef provides bakers with their “own Black
Forest Cake, delicious and moist and worth all the trouble.” It should be noted
that The Geeky Chef is a popular site, and that she also released her cookbooks
in print. Her post ends with various photographs that her readers have submitted of their cakes, based on her recipe.
Other bakers have a different approach to recreating the cake. For instance,
the recipe by Catherine Clark for her site Bijoux & Bits stresses the look of
the cake, rather than staying faithful to the actual ingredients from the game:
“This Portal cake recipe is a simple one, especially considering the complexity of the in-game recipe. But we’ll get to that later. For now, let’s compare
the look of mine to the look of the original in the game.” Clark uploaded
the recipe as part of a series of recipes inspired by popular culture. The newly
released Portal board game was an incentive for her: “I was actually inspired
to create this after seeing this new game on my boyfriend’s shelf, Portal The
Uncooperative Board Game. It had some super cute Portal cake game pieces
in there.” By making the cake look as authentic as possible and using elements
of the board game as cake toppers, this baker emphasizes appearance and decoration over taste.
While written recipes of the cake are popular, video tutorials of the cake
generate millions of viewers on YouTube. The 2013 popular video HOW TO
MAKE THE PORTAL CAKE—NERDY NUMMIES by Rosanna Pansino
has 9,723,853 views and 14,075 comments as of March 27, 2020. Pansino bakes
it “with a twist” in a special pan that creates a heart in the middle (Figure 10.3).
While the video seems personal, it also has a clear advertising purpose. The
baking vlog is part of a promotion for the Wilton Cake Pan from the Think
Geek store that is used to create a cute heart-shaped cake, which is linked in
the description.
Marketing and fandom tend to merge in the current platform economy,
which is for instance studied in Mel Stanfll’s Exploiting Fandom. What we are
served with is “brandom”: a form of promotion that poses like a fan work
and caters to fans but is usually not created in intimate relation with the fans
(Guschwan). While it is hard to know for sure how Pansino feels about Portal,
she does not make any references to the game, as opposed to the vloggers from
the earlier-mentioned video. The fandom that is displayed in this video is a
highly material form of fandom, oriented to specifc objects (see Geraghty;
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Figure 10.3 Nerdy Nummies Portal cake, screenshot by the author.

Rehak). Aperture Science dining plates and the portal gun are featured prominently in the background of the video to signify game fandom.
Similarly, the comments do not always connote fan identity. Baking enthusiasts, for instance, comment on specifc techniques or the amount of frosting.
Other comments clearly are from users who are familiar with Portal. Schlimatzl,
for instance, states, “you could say. … This was a triumph,” quoting the lyrics
from the credits. A user called Quads quotes from the in-game recipe and asks:
“Did you remember the fsh-shaped ethyl benzine?”
By contrast, PORTAL CAKE! It’s Not a Lie from YouTube channel Feast of
Fiction, with 865,141 views and 1,6398 comments as of March 27, 2020, caters
to fans and gamers more explicitly. The start of the tutorial mimics the in-game
menu of Portal (with “new bake” instead of “new game”) and is followed by
a loading screen stating, “still cooking.” The baking tutorial starts with a skit
narrated by a male computer voice that imitates GLaDOS. The narrator insists
the female vlogger start a baking test. After the skit, the AI is revealed to be
the cohost. He joins the female vlogger and together they start with the recipe.
In-between baking, they reference to the game and shoot with their portal
guns (as portrayed by NERF guns). The video even ends with an ominous shot
of the cake and a new voice-over by the original voice actress Ellen McLain,
especially recorded for this video. She states, “Enjoy my cake, you can use the
extra weight!” While the cake is sparkling as a visual, her robotic voice and a
dark soundtrack create a haunting image.
In terms of style, both videos have a fundamentally different approach.
One is a sweet, nerdy baking video which only displays fandom at its surface
through merchandise. Close-ups on the baking process and the host are characteristic of the food show genre. The other video is in part a parody of Portal
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with many intertextual references and a rapid vlogging style. The inclusion of
the voice actress of GLaDOS even makes the video seem offcial. The aesthetics of the cakes differ as much as the aesthetics of the videos. The cake from
Feast of Fiction is true to the original and references the in-game recipe. The
heart-shaped Portal cake from Nerdy Nummies, however, takes more creative
liberty. It merges two beloved nonhuman symbols of the game—the companion cube and the cake—by baking a pink heart into the chocolate cake. The
heart adds extra cuteness to the cake but still retains the iconography of Portal.

Conclusion
The Portal cake has important connotations in fandom and game culture. It
represents the cult hit Portal and its meme culture “the cake is a lie.” As a cute,
decorative cake with candles, it embodies the gendered and queer elements of
the game. In the source-text, the cake is not a reward, but a death trap that
lures the player into false security. In recipes and tutorials of Portal’s cake, some
push the link between the game, femininity, and cuteness further, while others
adopt the sarcastic tone and fake ingredients of GLaDOS.
Recreating the famous cake from the game Portal is a beloved fan activity.
Overall, many tutorials exist online that help fans recreate the cake in the best
way possible, and have been uploaded on different platforms, recipe sites, and
personal websites. Exact numbers are hard to provide, since the search results
of “Portal cake recipe” also included the offcial mix as well as the in-game
recipe. The frst ffty hits on YouTube (sorted by relevance), however, reveal
at least eighteen fan recipes among the game videos. Valve also released a cake
mix as offcial Portal merchandise that helps fans create the beloved cake.
The cakes that YouTube channels, such as Nerdy Nummies, provide is
not just a performance, but also an intertextual act. While cooking, fans are
reminded of the game and its main motifs. The Nerdy Nummies channel, for
instance, amplifes the cute aesthetics of Portal’s objects. Putting hearts into the
cake pushes this aesthetic even further. On Bijoux and Bits, Catherine Clark
does something similar, by portraying the cake with cute miniatures from the
offcial table-top Portal: The Uncooperative Cake Acquisition Game. Others, such
as Feast of Fiction, rather emulate the irony and unique narration of Portal.
Although this was a study of just one cake, one fnding was that, within these
recipes, there can be much variation. Themes such as authenticity of the cake,
the history of similar cakes, its decoration, and the formula of the cake in-game
emerged.
Within these different recipes, comments, and vlogs, social context also
matters. Even when it is not explicitly spelled out, cake is intimately related
to the social practice of consumption: where it is consumed, how, and with
whom. When fans post that they bought or baked the cake for a special occasion, such as a birthday or a game-related concert, that is meaningful. It tells us
that fandom should above all be read as an everyday activity, something that is
very much embedded in social practices such as dining.
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However, Portal’s cake is all but festive in the game. Baking itself is likened
to murder and euthanasia. In fan and geek culture, baking the cake has become
a practice in its own right. Most bakers quote Portal and its memes happily.
Some of the Portal recipes, such as the Nerdy Nummies video, display very little
subcultural capital. Others, such as Bijoux & Bits, refer primarily to the meme
culture around the game. It seems that the cake has become a symbol of geek
and game culture at large. For avid bakers, recreating the cake offers a challenge, perhaps akin to playing Portal.
Generally speaking, fandom is an everyday practice and lived experience.
This conclusion also implies that fandom spills over into other identities and
lifestyles. By simply observing online data, a researcher cannot readily tell if a
user is a Portal fan, a casual player, an avid baker or an enthusiast of meme culture. What food practices related to Portal reveal, though, is that this in-game
cake has become iconic for different individuals. Fandom, in this sense, is a
complex participatory culture that can also relate to embodiment, affect, and
taste. Through food, fans can literally consume their feelings and experience
their connections to games and other media in a physical, culinary way.
Creating and eating the cake is meaningful, especially because players were
sadistically denied cake in the source-text. Thus, the practice can be understood as an affective and embodied experience, but also the ultimate reward.
Fans who eat the cherry chocolate cake have truly cheated GLaDOS and
beaten the game. After all, the cake signifes victory, or like the end credits of
Portal state: “This is a triumph!”
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